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Baumer Says Key to Man
Is How He Views Himself
"What does man think of himself
throughout history? was the question asked by Professor Franklin
L. Baumer delivering the tenth
annual Mead Lecture in history
Monday morning.
Franklin L. Baumer delivering the
tenth annual Mead Lecture in History Monday morning.
Discussing the "crisis" of the
twentieth century, a period in which
man has questioned his own dignity
and power as at no other period,
Dr. Baumer, professor of history
at Yale and distinguished author
of works on intellectual history,
cited man's growing lack of faith
in himself.
The speaker mentioned the development of religious skepticism,
the scientific revolution, and the
decay of community feeling due to
growing industrialism.
He felt that these have lead to
a lessening of man's faith in his
own power and individuality. He
this feeling as World Wars One
and Two, Nazism, and the great
depression which have generated a
feeling that man is no longer
master of his own fate.
Intellectualism has come to focus
on man himself, Baumer said.
From this view has come the idea
of the "death of man" as expressed

in the works of men like Freud,
Kafka,
Camus,
Sartre and
Fromme. These men expressed
the view that man no longer controls his destiny, his history, or
himself, he continued.
This pessimism, or "realism,"
is not however without its response, Dr. Baumer stressed. He
said the existential hero, the "creative man," the "religious man,"
and the image of man as an individual versus man as a mass
were examples of this response.

For College
To Ban Booze!
See Page 7
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Friedman Views Planning^ Controls as
^Severely Limiting Personal Freedoms9
There are only two ways to run ultimately destroy individual free- power granted to the planners.
Listing limitations on personal
an economy, according to Dr. Mil- dom.
Speaking in Krieble Auditorium freedom by government interventon Friedman, one of America's
foremost libertarian economists, before the largest audience to tion in the economy, he pointed out
"the way of the army and the way attend a lecture this semester, that the present agricultural proDr. Friedman stated that econ- gram, "a great failure,* allows
of the market."
Dr. Friedman, this year's Mead omic planning destroys personal the government to determine how
Economics Lecturer, said Thurs- freedom in two ways: first, through much a farmer can grow.
The expansion of economic planday that by approving "the way the direct controls on the indiof the army," or government ec- vidual involved in planning and, ning, contended Dr. Friedman, can
through the inevitable lead to greater limitations on peronomic planning, "we have been second,
erecting a Frankenstein" that will abuse for political reasons of the sonal freedom, such as the Control of Engagements Order of the
post-war Labor government in
Great Britain that instituted "control by the government on what
jobs persons could hold."
Citing the interest equalization
tax as a step towards greater
foreign exchange controls, he
was not yet available, but he did editor of CHRISTIANITY "AND added that such controls designed
mention some of the men who will CRISIS, and Dr. Paul Minear, a to stop outflows of gold involve
be speaking at College Vespers. noted New Testament scholar from still further Interference with perOne of them is Norman Pittenger, the Yale Divinity School and au- sonal freedom. The economist
author of twenty-eight books and thor of several books.
stated that by these controls the
Mr. Tull added that from March government restricts the foreign
chairman of the Theological Study
Commission of the World Council 17 - 19, Dr. George MacLeod, head books one can read or the amount
of Churches. He is preaching this of the Iona Colony of the Pres- of traveling one can do abroad.
term at the colleges oi Cambridge byterian Church of Scotland, will
"It is impossible to have foreign
and Oxford, and is working with be in residence at the College. exchange control without postal
He will make three major ad- censorship," because the governBishop Robinson.
Also preaching will be Joseph dresses during his stay here.
ment must prevent people from
Fletcher, author of MORALS AND In a general statement of the secretly sending currency abroad,
MEDICINE, Dr. Tom Driver of the hopes he has for College Vespers, he added.
Union Theological Seminary and Mr. Tull said that the service Is
Licensing laws, said the speaker,
for the entire College and that further limit personal freedom by
preachers in the future will be allowing officials to decide who
from "all areas of the Christian can engage in certain occupations.
Church.!'
The Chapel's relationship to all
The laws can nave nothing to do
other areas of the College's life with job qualifications, said Dr.
was one of the areas about which Friedman, citing one Indiana law
he seemed to be most excited. that made signing an anti-commoral as time goes on. However,
He showed that the Chapel is co- munist affidavit a requirement for
this morality has one basic short- operating with the Christian Asso- becoming a professional wrestler.
ciation in bringing such things as
coming.
Economic planning, said the proAccording to Dr. Cherbonnier, the "Zoo Story," the Bishop's Play- fessor from the University of Chiers,
and
the
recent
Film
Festival
cago, not only involves legal gov"The old morality operated on
ernment control over the indivicertain basic assumptions, many to the campus.
He also mentioned productions of dual citizen, but also gives an
of which were wrong although basically agreed with. One basic "Parable" from the World's Fair opportunity for the use of governassumption was that right and and "Dante," both of which will be mental power for political purposes.
wrong could be determined only done next term.
Mr. Tull said the Chapel would
Citing the Jenkins case as an
by means of certain rules."
be available to others, the Arts,
The new morality, although more in particular, since "the Church example, Dr. Friedman stated that
liberal, still grants this assump- must use the arts to say what it "important people in Washington"
were able to keep the story out of
tion that only rules can determine has to say."
the newspapers for several days.
what Is right and what is wrong,"
(Continued on Page 3)
he continued.
(Continued on Page 2)

Tull Reviews Effort to Move Chapel into
Intellectual Life of College Community
The Rev. Alan C. Tull, who was
appointed this summer Executive
Officer of the College Chapel, in
a TRIPOD interview, told of his
plans for "bringing into the life of
the Chapel the ideas and excitements that are moving the
Church."
In the intellectual sphere, the
Chapel in the next few months will
bring to this campus "some of
the leading minds in Christendom,"
Mr. Tull commented.
Mr. Tull said that the complete
list of preachers for next semester

'Can There Be Morality Without Rules?'
Cherbonnier to Deliver Senate Lecture
Dr. Edmond Cherbonnier, chairman of the religion department,
will present the second lecture
in the 1964-1965 Senate Lecture
Series Monday at 7:30 p.m. in
Wean Lounge.
The lecture, "Can There Be A
Morality Without Rules," continues
with the basic theme of the series,
"Is There A New Morality?"
"In this series, said Senator
Bruce Jay '65, chairman of the
series, "the Senate wants to give
members of the faculty an opportunity to informally open up
to the student body on an important and significant topic and give
the students an opportunity to learn
from the faculty outside the rigidities of the classroom."

and upperclassmen majoring in
fields related to the topic will
participate in the discussion following the lecture, he said.
The series was inaugurated on
October 22 by Dean of students,
Roy Heath, who spoke on the topic,
"Is There A New Morality?"
He called immoral that which
is detrimental to life and that
which enhances life, moral.
To Dr. Cherbonnier, the new
and the old morality are essentially
the same as outlined by Dean
Heath with the new morality including many more things as being

In keeping with this purpose, a
panel made up of student leaders

Heath Want
Longer Cave
Hours; FGFBt
Two administrators involved directly with the student body are
split over the idea of lengthening
the Cave hours as suggested in
a TRIPOD editorial of November
24.
Dr. Heath, Dean of Students, commented that he had felt the need
for such a gathering place even
before the editorial appeared and
had hoped for some action in this
direction.
He added that if practical barriers (hired help, etc.) could be
overcome, he was very much in
favor of keeping the Cave open
to serve coffee and donuts for
several more hours a night.
(Continued on Page 9)

BOWL 'EM OVER — Albert Crarve '65, Miss Ethel Beaumier, Dr. and Mrs. Albert C. Jacobs
bowl their first balls down the College's new bowling alleys in Mather Hall, at the grand opening last Tuesday. Free bowling for all prevailed. See story page 8.
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to share their problems aloud
with others if their personal guilt
is ever to be relieved." .
Mr. Cox, author of numerous
articles on Protestent theology,
called for a revamping of "basic
Protestant theology to fit the revolutionary context of the twentieth
century."
Seeing the Civil Rights movement
as "the American counterpart of
the dynamic revolution" that is
occurring in the underdeveloped
parts of the world, Mr. Cox stated
that it is a Christian obligation
to take an active part in achieving the aims of this movement.
"It is essential that we act first,"
Mr. Cox said. "Only then will
we be able to develop a new conception of Jesus of Nazareth. We
must reform from the prospectus
of participation."

"Wholesome pieces of good, fresh
lettuce" and Alcoholics Anonymous
captured parts of Sunday's lively
discussion of Protestant clergy and
prospective seminarians.
Some 35 clergymen and students
met from 12:30 to 8:30 p,m, In
McCook to consider the role of
the ministry in the twentieth century.
The conference, sponsored by the
Fund for Theological Education,
Inc." consisted of addresses by
Dr. O. Hobart Mewrer, research
psychologist at the University of
Illinois; Professor Harvey Cox,
assistant professor of theology and
culture at Andover Newton Theological School; and The Rev.
William S. Coffin, chaplain at Yale
University.
Dr. Mowrer, a Presbyterian layman, called for a reappraisal of
the Protestant conception of confession. He suggested that clergy
follow the example of Alcoholics
(Continued from Page 1)
Anonymous and advocate "the con- Commenting
the expansion of
fession of your sins one to the Chapel's on
use of the Arts, Mr.
another."
Tull announced that soon College
"Today," Dr. Mowrer noted, "too Vespers once a month will have
many Protestants are the victims special music in place of a serof scrupulosity.
They confess mon.
He said that the Chapel
their sins to God, but still feel a Choir, the Glee Club, other colsense of guilt."
leges, and some singing groups
The psychologist continued, "The from New York City will particiwork of Alcoholics Anonymous pate in these special services.
shows that people must be willing
In addition, he announced that on
January 10th the music for the
10:30 service would be to the
setting of a recent alumnus, Burt
Draessel. The music for the Communion Service will be "Pop Folk
Song." Mr. Tull is now looking
for. guitarists, banjoists, etc., to
play at this service.
The music of the Eighth Air
Added to this expanded use of
Force Dance Band and the strains music at the Chapel, he said that
of the Starlighters will highlight consultants, who are specialists,
the annual ROTC Military Ball
are being brought in to give their
on Friday evening, December 11. advice for liveningupChapelservIncluded in the evening's festivi- ices. Mr. Tull expressed a parties will be the crowning of the ticular interest in utilizing the
Queen by Albert C. Jacobs, presi- Chapel building itself more in
dent of the College. Also featured Chapel services, and taking fuller
will be a precision drill perform- advantage of the Chapel's physical
ance by the College's well-known facilities.
ROTC Drill Team.
In the Chapel services, he noted
Military, as well as campus not- that the lack of a Chaplain this
ables will be present for the semester has been a major factor
occasion.
in the greater participation by
This affair kicks off what the faculty and students in Chapel
Handbook of the College describes life. Faculty members and student
as one of the five major social lay readers now hold morning
weekends of the College." Key- services daily. . In addition, the
noting the three-day activities will department of religion has been
be the performance of JudiResnick preaching from the College's pul-- among others -- in Mather Hall pit at the 10:30 services on Sunon Saturday night.
day mornings.
On a liturgical plane, Mr. Tull
pointed out that the Chapel has
altered its services recently with
much the same intent as the Roman Catholic Church. Some of the
changes are, in fact, the same, for
example, offeratory and Gospel
processions.
"Right now," said Mr. Tull, "the
Christian Church is in an exciting
FUN'ROUND THE
period with new doubts, new ideas

Military Bail Features
8th Air Force Group,
Slaughters, Crowning

Name.

Hand loomed sweaters.
. . . hand painted slippers.

by Thomas Scbott
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Taking another
ho-hum vacation
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From Denmark and
Norway
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STOWE'S GREAT SKI DORM
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$45.00 per week
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"Every student in your situation,"
Rev. Coffin told the prospective
seminarians, "is probably asking
:'Am I worthy? Am I really a
convinced Christian? Is the Church
relevant?'"
He recalled that when he contemplated joining the ministry he
had many misgivings about being
associated with "the wholesome
pieces of good, fresh lettuce" and
the "soft faces over the hard collars."
The chaplain assured his audience
that his stay at Union Theological
Seminary quickly dispelled his belief that "all ministers were intolerable straight-arrows."
and new challenges all coming to
the fore.
"Old ways of thinking and doing
things are on the way out and in
the renewal of the Church taking
place, throughout Christendom,
there are possibilities for some of
the most creative advances in
Christendom since the sixth century. The Chapel of the College
intends to be part of this," he
said.
Mr. Tull, who joined the religion
department this Fall, took over
the Interim Chaplaincy at the request of the administration.
Last year he was a tutor at the
General Theological Seminary in
New York City.

TRIPOD
Staff Notice!
All Staff Members and
Freshman Trainees
Are Required to Attend a
TRIPOD Meeting
Sunday, 7 p.m.
ANNUAL ELECTIONS
Will Be Held

Campus Chest Raises
$6800; Psi U Highest
James Stone, Campus • Chest
Treasurer, reports that approximately 70 per cent of the student
body contributed a total of $6800
to the 1964 Campus Chest.
The Grand Finale held November
23 featured a tug-of-war won by
St. Anthony's Hall, a pie-eating
contest won by John Davison, and
the Medusa pie-throw. Elton Hall
was high bidder in an auctioning
for the "Freshman Cake."
The fraternity race, for highest
average donation per member was
won again this year by Psi Upsilon. The order of runners-up
was St. A's, Alpha Delta Phi,
Theta Xi, QED, Phi Kappa Psi,
Delta Phi. Delta Kappa Epsilon,
Alpha Chi Rho, Sigma Nu, Phi
Kappa Alpha and Brownell.
Average contributions ranged
from $20,95 to $.68.

AJ/ery Special Car

5 days—Sunday Night to Friday
Lodging—Lifts—Lessons

OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

Chaplain Coffin, known in part
for his civil rights work, elaborated on the problems that face
a young man as he considers the
ministry as a future vocation.

EVENINGS at 7 00 and 9 30
SUNDAY CONT. from 2:00 P.M

1962 Grand Prix Pontiac
4 - on - the - floor; bucket
Seats; p o w e r windows,
steering, b r a k e s ; new
tires, inc. snow; safety
belts. One devoted owner.
$2150
Call

677-2193
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For one thing the degree to which
It would matter little to those
the government can interfere in hurt that the abuse of power was
civil liberties is independent of
not by the government.
the degree to which it interferes
IN THE UNITED States economy
in the economy. The government today the government produces
can censor newspapers whether or freedom Instead of restricting it.
not it sets the price of railroad Economic power in our economy is
fares.
It can throw a man in highly concentrated, as it would
jail without trial whether or not be in Friedman's ideal economy.
it pegs the price of gold.
Production of our basic commodRIGHT-WINGERS are perfectly ities, the employment of most
consistent when they insist that individuals, the newspapers, radio
the government simultaneously get and TV, and the distribution and
out of the economy and jail com- marketing of the necessities of
munists just for being communists. life are today largely under the
But a more basic reason why control of the small group of men
Friedman's system would not that head large corporations.
really increase freedom is that
These corporations generally
the withdrawal of the government have a monopolistic or oligopolfrom the economy would leave the istic position, and .thus are only
average person subject to the
under his system, would be made abuses of private economic power. weakly restrained by the competitive forces that Friedman relies
less efficient.
For example, if the government
BUT THE BASIC producing units ceased to provide unemployment upon to produce justice in his soIf justice is to be produced,
of this country are usually not insurance and to approve labor ciety.
if the individual is to be free from
monopolies, but oligopolies; that unions, the individual worker would the
abuse of power, it must be
is, industries which are dominated be at the mercy of the huge corpor- achieved through the offsetting
by a small number of firms. In ation.
power of the government.
many industries this is inevitable
If the government ceased to enbecause efficiency demands large force the Food and Drug Act the The United States economy today
has produced for the individual a
producing units.
individual consumer would be at
For example, the steel industry the mercy of companies marketing degree of prosperity and freedom
never seen before in history.
in this country is dominated by fraudulant medicines.
Milton
Friedman has some valid
eight firms. Perhaps the number
If the government stopped licens- criticisms of it, but the Utopian
could be increased to 20 without ing physicians, as Friedman economy
he proposes would end
hurting efficiency, but the steel recommends, the individual would the prosperity without increasing
industry can never be both com- be at the mercy of the quack. the freedom.
petitive in the traditional sense
and efficient at the same time.
But in an economy of industrial
giants which cooperate as much as
they compete, some offset is
needed to prevent the abuse of their
enormous economic power. One
of these offsets, of course, is labor
unions, which Friedman opposes,
in the closed shop form, as a
limitation on personal freedom.
Another is the government, which
can act through its purchasing program and its power to mobilize
public opinion. Friedman disapproves of such action.
Basically, then, Friedman misunderstands the modern competitive economy.
He sees it
giving to no one the power to
coerce anyone else. But this is
impossible in an economy of giant
corporations. The best we can do
Is to see that those threatened
have the power to resist coercion.
THE ONLY WAY to eliminate
the economic power that demands
government intervention to prevent
its abuse would be to break up this
country's industries into producing
units small enough to something
like perfect competition.
But to do this would mean a great
loss in productive efficiency. You
justcan't produce automobiles in
the shop around the corner.
Thus Milton Friedman's Utopia
would be far less stable and far
less efficient than our present
system. Some might argue that
that is a cost that should be paid
for freedom.
But there is no
D
I >S. Ivl
O
r^l
D
R I M
<3
S
reason to believe that the individual
would be noticeably more free In
Friedman's system than he Is at
True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
the present time.

Capitalism
and
Friedman
by Kevin Sweeney
Milton Friedman is a Utopian.
Like any Utopian, this eminent
libertarian economist sets up an
ideal world in which all the
faults and inequities of the present
world will be abolished.
Yet like all Utopias, Friedman's
Utopia, based on personal freedom and the market place, is
unworkable.
An economy such as Friedman
proposes, that is, one with no
important government intervention
in the economy and no widespread
private monopoly power, has
never been tried in practice. But
it can safely be said that it would
prove undesirable for two reasons.
First, it just wouldn't work; that
is, it wouldn't prove anywhere near
as productive and stable as the
present system. Second, it would
not increase personal freedom.
THE FIRST AND BEST reason
why Friedman's Utopia would not
work is that unregulated capitalism is an extremely unstable form
of economic organization. It
produced disastrous world-wide
depressions in the 1840's, the
1870's, the 1890's and the 193O's

Friedman . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
He also mentioned the refusal
of a TV network to accept paid
anti-medicare advertising. "The
reason is obvious," he commented.
"These stations are licensed by
the government."
Dr. Friedman pointed out that
between 1932 and 1939 the BBC,
in Great Britain which was then
a government monopoly, refused
to let Winston Churchill broadcast over the radio.
The use of civil servants for
political purposes is a threat to
personal freedom, he declared,
giving as an example the use
of official Defense Department
statements to answer political
charges in the 1964 campaign.
"The countries which are called
unplanned are much better planned
than the countries which are called
Planned," said Friedman.
Dr. Friedman, who has been an
economic advisor to Senator Barry
Goldwater, gave some of the steps
he, as an economist, would have
taken had he be given governmental office in January. He would
have abolished
all agricultural price supports
through a transitional program
lasting five years.
the
Federal Communications
Commission and made broadcasting frequencies into private
property.
the interstate Commerce Commission,
have the draft and made it a rule
that all military supplies would
have to be bought at the cheapest price.
government pegging of the price
of gold and would have let the
price of the dollar in terms of
other currencies be determined
by the free market.
Dr. Friedman is Paul Snowden
Russel Distinguished Service Professor of Economics at the University of Chicago.
He is considered a member of the
"Chicago school", a group of economists noted for their belief
in the free market and their opPosition to government intervention in the economy.

in addition to a host of more
minor fluctuations. Furthermore,
as an economy becomes more complex and its elements more interdependent the tendency is that
depressions become worse.
Fortunately, the evidence is that"
depressions can be eliminated and
recessions softened by compensatory fiscal and monetary policy.
Yet Friedman not only claims they
are of limited value, he also
claims that they are incompatible
with
personal freedom and
therefore should not be employed.
Therefore,
Friedman's ideal
society would periodically see depressions in which a fifth of the
population would be unemployed,
a majority of the people would
lack decent food, clothing, or housing, investment and thus economic
growth would come to a standstill,
and the resulting economic trouble
would lead to intense political
instability.
Perhaps Friedman
would see this as a small price
to pay to get the government out
of the economy, but few would
agree with him.
BUT THERE IS another important
reason why Friedman's free Utopia
would not work. In a modern
capitalistic economy vast accumulations of private economic power
are necessary and even desirable,
and government intervention is
often necessary to act as an offset
to this private power.
The issue is clearest in the case
of natural monopolies. It is highly
undesirable to have two telephone
companies, bus lines, or water
companies serving the same area.
Friedman admits this, but argues
that these natural monopolies'
should be free to charge whatever
they wish for their services,
without the restraint of competition, or of government regulation.
The entire community would be
hurt by this. The price of public
utility services would be far higher
than could be justified by cost,
and thus people would be deterred
from using electricity, water, the
railroads and so forth any more
than absolutely necessary. The
allocation of resources, which
Friedman claims would be better

Who Stayed Here 4 YearnClassless? Chapel Builders
Few of the 30 men expected back fined one dollar for "defacing the
for the 32nd reunion dinner of woodwork" in the old Chapel.
the Chapel Builders Alumni Asso- Ironically, fifty-seven years later,
ciation on December 12 ever at- Mr. Mather, a Cleveland industended a Trinity class, but most trialist, gave the College the
spent four years on the campus money to build its present Chapel.
The host for the reunion dinner
and all helped in creating, the
Chapel,, and four years later in will be Dr. Albert C. Jacobs,
December 1932, thel63-foottower
Mind-Body Talk
was completed.
" t h e Mind-Body Problem and
Each year since, in December, the
College honors the workmen who Its Religious Significance" will be
erected the edifice without the aid the subject on which H. D. Lewis,
of structural steel or heavy con- Professor of History and Philosstruction equipment. These work- ophy of Religion at the University
men have been organized into The of London, will address on WednesChapel Builders Alumni Associa- day, at 4:00 p,m, in Alumni Lounge.
tion by the College.
The meeting will be a colloquium
Following a brief service in the co-sponsored by the Philosophy
Crypt Chapel, the returning Alumni Club and the Department of ReChapel Builders will gather up- ligion.
stairs in the South Cloister where
the names of those of their group CISL Meeting
who have died are inscribed in
There will be a meeting of CISL
one of the Cloister bays as a this evening at 10:00 p.m. in the
memorial.
Alumni Lounge. Bills, candidates,
Included among the inscriptions and committee chairmanships will
is the name William Gwinn Mather •be discussed. All interested stuIn 1874, William G. Mather was
dents are urged to attend.

Exciting
New
Designs

fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of
design, reflecting the full brilliance and beauty
of the center diamond... a perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.

The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake is
awaiting your selection at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers." Prices from $100
to $2500. Rings enlarged to
show beauty of detail ^Trademark registered.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WED0INS
Please send new 2 0 - p a g e booklet, " H o w T o Plan
Your Engagement a n d W e d d i n g " a n d new 12-page
full color folder, both for only 25tf. Also, send
special offer of beautiful 4 4 - p a g e Bride's Book.

.*Good Housekeeping*
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Three Films and One White Collar
by Ralph Allen
The Trinity College Christian Association brought a provocative
program to the campus this
weekend based on three films and
an itinerant Episcopal priest
named Malcolm. The films were
all good technical productions, and
touched on some tender issues
which provided a springboard for
discussion of more films and tenderer Issues.
It is a facet of the age of irony
that everybody is being elevated
to the status of hero. One of the
first indications of this trend was
Arthur Miller's DEATH OF A
SALESMAN. The Frederick March
adaptation of Miller's play proves
the validity of the movie media
for handling the contrast of the
hero's inner consciousness with
outer reality.
The tapestry of Willie Lornan's
mind in conflict with the impinging facts of his guilt was tenderly
worked out with flashbacks and
close-ups, taking advantage of the
increased range of settings. For
example, Willie's climactic recollection of his son Biff's discovery
of his adultery occurs while Willie
is in the men's room of a restaurant.
The flashback to reality
finds Willie on his knees looking
at the shoes of a waiter. "Mr.
Loman? Did you lose something,
Mr. Loman?"
THE SECOND film, "Winter

Light," was a typical Bergman
masque. A minister's melancholy
search for God begins and ends
in empty communion rituals. The
minister, steeled by the death of
his first wife, treads heavily
through the motions of his "occupation" oblivious and impervious
to all expressions of love. He
falls to hear the pleas of a schoolteacher in love with him, cannot
offer solace to a man who commits
suicide, and goes back to his altar
to serve the final communion.
His final words, "Holy Holy Holy,
the whole earth is full of His
glory" fly not up, but sink leaden
— about as leaden as usual in a
Bergman ending.
Perhaps the least teasing movie
of the trilogy was John Ford's
1937 productionof "TheInformer."
A straight tragic Judas the betrayer theme is worked out in
the context of the Irish Revolu-1
tion with such hopeless earnestness (seen from our times) that
the film is a constant parody of
itself. Big Jimbo betrays Frankie
MacPhillips, the rebel who is his
best friend, to the British, and
henceforth Jimbo proceeds to blow
his thirty pieces of silver on
booze and false friendship. Much
trenchcoat and low hatbrim stuff
as the rebels finally bring him to
a tribunal.
He is condemned, breaks prison,
is shot three times in the gut,
staggers outside, across the
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sions of sundry films. It seems
that Rev. Malcolm Boyd was once
involved in the machinery of Hollywood, and has a vast knowledge
of films which went unprobed.
Conversation drifted rather to subjects which might be called
relieious — nravnr ns conversation, the immanence of the Word.
The Rev. Mr. Boyd is a lively
The sparkplug of the program, fellow. He has a glint in his eye
however, was the fellow in the as if he'd been reading too much
collar, After the showing of Shelley. He has ugly little hands,
WINTER LIGHT, he got up and, and talks with a peculiar in-shriek
as if splashing a lot of multi- of breath and eye-blink, now and
colored paint onto a plate of glass then referring in dialogue with
between himself and those sitting himself to "Malcolm" and with
down, introduced himself by run- others to "Look man . . . "
ning down a list of his impresBut in conversation with him,
street, into a church where Frankie
MacPhillips;
MacPhillips' mother is conveniently found to forgive him so
he can die with a smile on his
face. Yet none of this is tedious
because it is too laughable. And
people die wonderfully well. A
couple of good fights, too.

by Nick Cantor
MANON, Jules Massenet's Grand
Opera, was brought to Hartford
Thursday by the Connecticut Opera
Association in a lavish production
at the Bushnell. It had practically
everything — top stars, cast of
thousands (or so it seemed), good
scenery - - and yet it lacked something.
It was long and tedious, and this
feeling was followed by a sense
of frustration, because there was
no one person or thing to call
"villain;" we couldn't say it was
"his" or "its" fault.
The choice of cast in most cases
was superb.
Mary Costa, as
Manon (who only seven years ago
sang Chrysler Corporation television commercials) combines excellent acting technique with a
superb vocal dexterity.
WE WATCH her change from the
fresh young Manon, newly arrived
and destined for a convent, to the
Grande Dame of Parisian society,
till finally, she has become the
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repentant dying Manon of the last
act.
These are three distinct
characters that still must bear
some psychic resemblance to the
Manon that preceded her.
Mary Costa has a beautiful voice
which she keeps well under control.
Her high notes can be soft and
unornamented with a poignancy
that is necessary for this role.
Occasionally she slurs her notes
together to avoid a staccato passage, as in the refrain of "Profitons
bien de la Jeunesse." But this is
more than compensated for by the
control and beauty of her voice
and the excellence of her acting.
Giuseppe di Stefano is an impressivQ Chevalier des Grieux.
He has a powerful voice which is
on key far, far more than it is
off. His acting prowess was best
exhibited the several times he
kissed Mary Costajthey were very
convincing kisses. At other times,
however, his voice, when not singing, fell into a dry, inaudible monotone.
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• One Day Service
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SHIRTS
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• Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
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Ruth Daigon, soprano
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He even asked that very embarrassing question: "Why weren't
there more than two Negroes at
the film last night?"

Lavish 'Manon' Excels In
Cast and Score, but Tedious

George Frederic Handel's

f " " " " " " " "

one swiftly comes to the realization that all this has long since
been integrated into his selfknowledge. His mind is elastic,
and concise, and he speaks fluently and knowledgably about the
problems of modern society with
reference often to an odd and
seldom-heard word:
integrity.
The Rev. Boyd is bound up iii
some phase of the civil rights
struggle, and likes to talk about
the problem. He uses the subject to probe and nudge.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ORANGE JUICE
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2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toasf, Coffee

99c

65c

ORANGE JUICE
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SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF or HAM SANDWICH
BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE

1.40
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1.55
1.25
1.55

FOR 7Sc MORE—SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE

Mai! to Hartford Symphony, 104 Asylum St, Hartford, Conn.

175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK

His real acting prowess lies
within his singing voice. It is his
voice that places him among the
world's great tenors - - certainly
not his acting. Di Stefano usually,
if not always, achieves the dramatic effect he- wants by scnging
passionately at full volume and
then, at moments of special pas-

Criticism

sionate import, raising his voice to
a whisper of high falsetto notes.
Thus Di Stefano "how to snow the
audience" technique was beautifully executed in the poignant Act
II aria, "En Fermant les Yeux,"
which received loud and appreciative applause.
THE REST OF THE CAST, with
the exception of Ercole Bertollno
as Lescaut, was more than adequate. Bertolino had a powerful
voice that was lacking only in
control. His voice warbled far
more than Mary Costa's attempts
to trill. The others performed
their roles with a polish one would
expect at the Metropolitan Opera,
but that one more fully appreciates
in Hartford.
The orchestra was a problem.
The conductor, Carlo Moresco, at
times had to sing louder than the
cast to make them liven their pace.
Unfortunately, when they did liven
their pace, certain sections of the
orchestra were more lively than
the rest and the singers often
didn't know which sections of the
orchestra they were to follow.
The ballet was restrained and in
good taste. I still remember the
ballet of the last act of the PEARLFISHERS when Zurga is being
burned at the stake in the midst
of native dancers executing dance
patterns faintly resembling calisthenics exercises. No ballet could
be that bad, and this one wasn't.
Massenet's MANON contains
some of the most beautiful lyric
music ever written for French
Opera, but, on the other hand, it
can tend to be long and,tedious,
especially when intermissions and
scene changes are slow and many.
The Connecticut Opera production
could boast of an excellent cast,
good scenery and the beautiful musical score of Massenet; nevertheless, it was long and tedious.
Whether this was the fault of
Massenet or the Connecticut Opera
Association, let us say it was a
draw.

Placement
Juniors who are interested
in taking interviews with companies which will be interviewing on campus during
February and March please
see the Placement Office before the start of Christmas
Vacation.
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Season Special
T/ie Messiah
At the Bushnelt
Handel's immortal "Messiah"
will be presented by the Hartford
Symphony Orchestra and Symphony
Chorale under Arthur Winograd
in a special Christmas Season
concert, Sunday, December 13 at
7:33 p.m. at the Bushnell.
One of the great works of r e ligious music, the "Messiah" is
also the most popular. It has been
performed many times in this
area in churches but the presentation by the Hartford Symphony on
December 13 will be the first
major concert production of the
work in Hartford since it was last
given by the Symphony five years
ago.
In addition to the orchestra musicians and 100-voice chorale, there
made appearances in such well that few audiences forget. She York City, and has been catewill be four soloists, making an Special to the TRIPOD
Judi Resnick, The Street Singers known clubs as "The Hungry I," has appeared in concert with "The gorized as "the most exciting new
aggregation on stage of close to
and satirist David Langston Smyrl "The Bitter End," "The Second Highwaymen" and "The Phoenix Negro comic since the emergence
200 musicians.
Choirmaster of the Chorale is will appear in a special public con- Fret, and "The Phase Two." THE Singers" and her latest album en- of Dick Gregory."
Advance tickets at $1.50 a r e
Edgar Wasilieff. The performance cert at Mather Hall, 7:30 p.m., STREET SINGERS have appeared titled YOU'VE HEARD MY VOICE
will be the first choral work con- Saturday. The program is titled on the ABC-TV"Hootenanny" Show and recorded in concert at Mather available in Mather Hall, or at the
ducted here by the Hartford Sym- "An Evening of Music and Com- and are scheduled to make appear- Hall last May is the folk hit of door.
ances later this season on "The the season.
phony's new music director, Ar- edy."
The performance will feature Tonight Show" and "Shindig."
thur Winograd.
Appearing with Judi and THE
The work was written by George many elements: folk music, comCrossroads
Judi Resnick has become a major STREET SINGERS will be David
Frederick Handel in 1741 when he edy, audience participation, blues,
Robert Wallis- '65, will speak on
visited Dublin. His masterpiece jazz and sophisticated rhythm and force in the folk and blues field. Langston Smyrl, a brilliant comic
Her • attractive appearance high-"" destined for stardom. David has Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Alumni
was produced there on April 13, blues.
The troupe is composed of sea- lighted by blonde hair flowing free worked extensively at "The Hungry Lounge on "Crossroads Africa" in
1742. The text of the work was
written by Charles Jennens, who soned professionals. They have ly to her waist makes an impact I" and "The Living Room" in New Uganda.
also wrote the text for Handel's
"II Moderato."
While the "Messiah" is his best
known oratorio, Handel also wrote
such other great choral music as
"Saul", "Israel in Egypt", "Ode
for St. Cecelia's Day", and On Sunday the Trinity College Cambridge rite, and Trinity's
at Maple Ave, & Broad Street
"L'Allegro and II Penseroso", all choir will carry on a college tra- service will be an abbreviated
of which, remarkably enough, were dition and present the annual form beginning with the prophecy
Featuring the Finest
produced between 1739 and 1741. Service of Lessons and Carols. of Isiah.
This year the carols will be
While it took Handel only two The program will be presented
in
Sandwiches
& Ice Cream
years to compose these works, at the College Vespers and will sung by the Trinity College Choir.
the "Messiah" is such a gigantic be under the direction of Dr. President Jacobs will open the
service with the Bidding Prayer,
AWFUL AWFUL
work, it will have taken the Hart- Clarence Walters.
and the five lessons will be read
ford Symphony and Chorale alIn presenting this service, the
36c
most three months to prepare by college will be participating in by Mark Wawro, Mr. John A.
the time it is given in December. an event which dates back to 1880 Mason, Mr. Alan C. Tull, the
The Symphony Chorale is com- when the church at Truro published Rev. Charles W. Wilding, and
The vesper
posed of both professional and a pamphlet containing carols and President Jacobs.
sermon is to be given by Dr.
non-professional singers, many of nine lessons from the Bible.
Wilding.
whom are members of church
The tradition continued for 30 Music will include Christmas
choirs and other choral groups in
the area. Some have performed years and was eventually revised songs based on German, Austrian,
in professional choral groups such in 1918 for King's College in Cam- and French folk melodies, carols
as the Robert Shaw Chorale, oth- bridge. Today most performances from the hymnal, and music by
ers are known for their work as of the Cantores Sancti follow the Pearsall and Maleingreau.
soloists in Hartford and elsewhere.
Tickets for the "Messiah" performance will be available on a
dludait Otitjjltt«iuv'|oi. 90'tJeaiA
first-come, first-served basis in
reserved sections of the auditorium. Seating will not be reserved
within each location section.
•

Resnick, Smyrl, Street Singers Concerting

College Choir to Present
Historic Cantores Sancti

VISIT!
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to $4.50; 120 double rooms,
$4.80 to $5.20.
In the heart of New York and convenient
to everything.
Ideal year-round residence and program
center for men, women and co-ed groups.
Write Residence Director for Folder

WILLIAM SLOANE
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For ninety years young men have looked to
Rogers Peet for clothing- and furnishings
that reflect their own good taste... knowing
the Rogers Peet label to be an important
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finest materials available.
27O Constitution Plaza • P h o n e 249-1361
Also Boston, New Yorlt anti

A Reply on Capitalistic Evils
Of Extra-Curricular Activity

drintfu
EDITORIAL SECTION
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1964

We Thank You
It's not often that we can cite and
praise administration-facuity-student cooperation at Trinity, but the newly-completed bowling alleys are a testament to
what we can do, cooperatively.
For the last five years various administrators, faculty members, and students pitched in to slowly, b u t surely
plug up that ugly hole in the wall of
the Mather Basement with four beautiful, gleaming bowling alleys.
As a focal point for activity on the
campus, the alleys can be used for'fraternity team competition, faculty and
administration bowling leagues. In gen-

eral the alleys will serve the recreational
needs of the students.
Our thanks go to all who made it possible including Miss Ethel Beaumier, College personnel director, who staged a
variety show to raise funds five years
ago; to Al Crane '65 who, (we can't
avoid it), started the ball rolling from
the student side; and to all directly or
indirectly involved.
But the man who deserves the most
credit, is Trinity's venerable Santa Claus,
•'Mr. Leonard Tomat, Director of the Student Center. Thanks, and good luck to
you, Mr. George Gillette.

Why Didn't They Speak Up?
Why" didn't they speak up? We are
very surprised that no member of the
economics department raised any questions after Milton Friedman's talk last
Thursday evening. It amazes us that
those men who know economics best did
not question the many premises and
facts stated. Instead students carried
the ball, and it was only at the end of
the talk that a professor from another
department b e g a n challenging Friedman's analysis.
.
We hope their silence was. not complete affirmation of Friedman's talk.
Surely some of his propositions can be
tackled both on philosophical grounds
and on the facts.
Was the minimum wage law the primary reason, as Friedman stated, for
the substantial sudden increase in the
number of unemployed young Negroes
in 1957 ? Or was this increase due to the
fact that 1957 was a recession year, or
that this was one of the years when the
"war babies" hit the employment market, or that this was the time when the
increasing use of automation w a s de-

creasing the need for unskilled labor?
Would it be in the best interests, as
Friedman stated, to sell the air waves as
private property and to let the television stations, the transmitters of mass
culture, dispense what they saw fit?
These are only two examples of the
many questions that Friedman raised.
Finally, shouldn't Friedman's basic assumption of Thursday night, that personal freedom is directly dependent upon
the freedom to buy a n d sell as o n e
chooses, come under serious questioning?
The natural tendency is for companies
in free economies to gravitate toward
oligarchies which then effectivtly restrict
both the market and a man's personal
freedom by constantly jeopardizing his
economic livelihood.
In questioning the silence of the economics department, we are sharing the
puzzlement of other- students too. By the
very nature of the talk, it seems as
though questions should h a v e been
raised by those professors. That they
did not confuses us. What kept them silent? Where are our intellectual leaders ?

Standing Up at the Chapel
The current raging question at
Hamilton College in New York is whether one is actively engaging iti the Chapel service if he refuses to stand up during the singing of hymns. The students
there have to attend Chapel regularly,
but it seems a few staged, their own sitins and refused actively to participate in
the service. The administration then, decided that they could not be given credit
for attendance at these services.
The current raging question at the
Trinity College Chapel is what will they
think of next as the Chapel this year
presents a program that is challenging.
the student with the outstanding leaders and questions of modern Christianity today. The Chapel.this year has been
the scene of many innovations and provocative presentations, w h i l e it maintains the traditional services of the
Church.
It has always been our belief that
one cannot require a way of thinking or
a way of life. Instead it is the personal
dynamic leadership of our leaders and
their associates which influences and determines the philosophy of young men.
One cannot legislate morality, or a be-

lief in God, or a mode of living. Laws are
at best only a framework within which
to work, and sometimes this framework
is nothing more than a decayed structure
housing nothing.
Surprisingly the laws concerning the
attendance at Chapel have remained the
same, but compared to last year, attendance h a s increased substantially. We
would suggest that this attendance will
gradually increase as the Chapel deals
more and more with the problems of
Christianity which are relevant to modern youth and on a level challenging
their intelligence.
The acting Chaplain, who has
worked wonders with the Chapel is however, serving only for the year, and the
College is currently seeking a permanent
replacement. Lost too in the shuffle of
papers of the Trustees' is a proposal to
modify the requirement for religious attendance.
The current laudable situation at the
Chapel seems to demonstrate that it
doesn't matter what the law is and that
students will respond to modern Christianity as it is outlined by modern dynamic men.

"Happiness is a glowing and intelligent light, which clarifies all the details
of life and all sides of human nature."
—Jean Aures, French socialist.

To the Editor:
Your articles in THE TRIPOD
concerning extra-curricular affairs have reminded me of an article written for the YALE DAILY
NEWS some 36 years ago by one
of Yale's greatest teachers and
scholars. Its graceful prose and
sharp focus on the role of the
liberal arts college make it well
worth reading.
DONALD B. ENGLEY
LIBRARIAN
"Beholding the bright countenance of Truth in the quid
ami still iu> »/• deli phi fill
stud/en." — Milton
by Ohauncey Brewstcr
Tinker

tion of our national indifference
to the things of the mind, a phase
of democracy which was not foreseen by the clergymen who founded
Yale College solidly, as they supposed, on books.
OUT OF THIS has grown another
problem characteristic of the college today, a lack of leisure. No
captain of industry is busier than
a modern undergraduate. That
long-suffering person bears the
capitalistic yoke in his youth.
When he graduates he is, in spite
of his youth, a little weary, his
nerves a little jaded.
He is
dimly aware that he has missed
something.
It is not that he
needs rest; he needs mental and
spiritual
sustenance.
Extracurriculum activity has provided
him with a diet of stones —
glittering things, precious stones,
perhaps, but still stones.

When I was a young instructor
twenty-five years ago, it was clear
to everyone that the gravest problem of undergraduate life at Yale ( So the habit has grown up of
was this ever-increasing devotion 'looking fondly across the water to
to things other than learning. To- the English universities as places
day that activity has assumed such where there is still leisure enough
colossal proportions that it is to cultivate the mind and to purhardly distinguishable from uni- sue genuinely liberal and liberalversity life itself. It is something izing studies. Our American youth
far more significant and pervasive show a disquieting ambition to supthan an undergraduate's way of plement an American education
wasting his time; the whole uni- with an English one. Is it beversity is infected with it, and if cause he fancies Oxford and Camit flourishes it is because it is a bridge to the abode of Peace,
where the frantic competition of
protected growth.
American life is for a moment
Modern education seems to be stilled? If so, disillusion is cerconducted on the principle that is is tain to follow, for signs are not
well that learning should be sub- wanting that Oxford and Cambridge
mitted to a smart competition with have not been untainted by the modthe chief distractions and tempta- ern spirit. Be this as it may
tions of life. Whether that principle there is still latent in the breast
is consciously recognized and of our young men a desire to beacted upon is a matter of no con- hold the bright countenance of
sequence; it is the condition that Truth in the quiet and still air of '
confronts us, and a part of the delightful studies. That is our
very atmosphere that we breathe. hope for the future.
Round the college (once a mere
seat of learning) there has gathThat passion for the pursuit of
ered a vast body of rivals. Journalism, the theatre, business or- Truth, it is the aim of the facganizations, fine society, clubs of ulty to encourage and develop.
every conceivable sort, athletics In the midst of a distracting world
and the arts all bid for the atten- the scholar strives, in his dusty
tion and devotion of the members and humble way, to present the
of the University, undergraduate case for the unseen things, and it
and faculty alike (once mere stu- is his aim to present it feardents). In this competition, Learn- lessly and without contamination.
ing, who has never been noted for
her superficial charms, is some(The above article was originally
times hard put to it to keep her
printed
in the YALE DAILY NEWS,
tradition alive. The whole state
of affairs is an accurate reflec- Fiftieth Anniversary Issue, 18781928.).

What Value Has Truth Though?
by Leon Shilton
Of what value, though, is truth
solely as an object of "quiet contemplation?" What does one do
with Truth? Should one do something with Truth? And what are
the sources of Truth?
Although I cannot possibly match
the beautiful prose of the above
author, I must, however, try to
point out what I consider some of
the practical demands of our time.
First it is obvious that Mr. Engley's contribution of the above
article suggests that he questions
the value of the extra-curricular
activities at Trinity.
I would
probably be in agreement with him
when I say that the majority of
these"distractions" are wasteful,
but I must also state that the
securement of truth does not come
only from books, but in addition
from an activity outside the established curriculum.
EVEN THOUGH our survey of
a few weeks ago showed "665 active in 35 clubs," I would submit
that only 60 students are active
the year round in about a third
of these functions. Adhering to
the business standards to which
this college so dearly subscribes
I would question whether $25,000
should be spent for the benefit
of 60 people per year. I would
suggest that the bulk of this money
be allotted to Mr. Leonard Tomat,
who could wisely spend it by enriching the student center. For
many the extra-curricular partici-

pation is nothing more than a remnant of high school days when one
needed to fill- in the spaces on
application blanks.
A university needs three things,
it has been stated: books, a faculty, and a beer garden (the latter
of course taboo at Trinity). At
the risk of sounding absurd, I
would add another; a required
trip to the world outside these
walls of brick and mortar.
I BELIEVE that the philosophy
in higher education that truth originated in books when those.who were
educated controlled society; the
development of the elegant man
was accomplished through keen
intellectual refinement within a
sheltered community. Our society,
however, forces the scholar to
become a practical man, though
he should retain his elegance.
But more important, if society
is going to continue to function,
it needs the truth the scholar can
bring, and he can only bring this
truth by working within and not
without society.
(I know that at this point I am
verging on the point of saying
truth is synonomous with reality;
the connection is, at best, tenuous.)
A combination of intelligent discourse, reading and studying; and
an awareness of what is outside
these walls are the only means of
ascertaining the truth, and, consequently, of working with the truth.
(Continued on Page 9)
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College Position Beyond Compromise?
The letter printed below leas
written bji Daniel
Gnenther
'tin and Stephen Parks '110 as
individual students and not as
representatives of the Senate,
though the a relied on information obtained, through the
Senate investigation
which is
printed elsewhere on this patje.
— Ed.
TO THE EDITOR:
We as students of Trinity College
and individuals were disturbed by
circumstances revolving around
the regulation of October 19, basically for two reasons.
The first factor which agitated
us was the manner in which the
administration took action. We
feel that the student body was not
sufficiently informed as to the
seriousness and immediacy of the
dictum. Hopefully the forthcoming
public meetings of student leaders
and representatives of the administration will limit future misunderstanding by providing a line of
communication and a forum for
discussion.
Secondly, and more to the point,
is the fact that recently there has
been indifference, a lack of interest, and perhaps even apathy on
the part of the students in their
blind acceptance of the drinking
regulation. We would like to believe that these feelings have been
the result of a lack of accurate
information. There has of course
been a great deal of speculation,
but speculation not founded in a
complete understanding.
It is
then the purose of this and following articles to (1) present our
own detailed analysis of legal aspects which have been associated
with the College's stand on drinkIng; and (2) to offer our interpretation of the effectiveness and
hence the consequences of the
edict.
In this the first of what we hope
to be a series of articles, we will
deal with the most immediate and
pressing question -- that being
the legal basis for the College's
drastic action, In the November 3
issue of the TRIPOD, President
Jacobs made an attempt to clarify
the "why" of the new regulation.
The letter by Dr. Jacobs stated
that "the moral position of the
College is underpinned by a precise legal responsibility." However, he apparently did not deem
it necessary to specify exactly
what this "precise legal responsibility" was. A respectable and
noted law firm in Hartford, employed by the Senate, feels that
there is no "precise legal r e sponsibility." The memorandum

WA<> A
CHUP
VIR6IMIA

accompanying this article, compiled by these attorneys, points
this out clearly.
SO WE SEE that the stituation
now on campus is in no way
more consistent with the legal
requirements of the State of Connecticut that it was before prohibitive action was taken. It
appears that the College would
not be violating any legal statutes
by ignoring or even condoning
drinking on this campus.
What influence could the question
of liability possibly have had in
the College's concern over drinking? It seems reasonable that an
institution which depends, to a
large extent, on its reputation
and image would be prone to avoid
any situation leading to litigation.
The possibility of such a situa-

tion arising would appear to be
grounds for the regulation.
The law firm, however, states
in its memorandum that they "are
of the opinion that there would be
no liability attaching to the College, if, in the absence of the
regulation, minor students were
to take it upon themselves to violate the Connecticut liquor law."
Contrary to the popular conception of liability, it is not an abstract whim or a vague general
interpretation of common law.
When the legislaturewishestohold
someone accountable for the actions of another, they state it
explicitly and separately from the
common law. In view of the fact
that there is no such provision,
the college can in no way be liable
for actions resulting from the

drinking of minors.
Dr. Jacobs also stated in his
letter to Senate President Potterveld, that "the timing of our decision was influenced by the fact
that the Darien case has brought
wide awareness of the state law."
The only aspect of state law, however, which is applicable to Trinity
is that of illegal SERVING to minors. Trinity's serving of minors
on.very rare occasions In the past
was the only situation which might
have made her vulnerable to any
legal action, or Imposed any liability upon her.
Amherst, existing under similar
liquor laws, has shown a realistic
awareness of this fact in the state-

Why College Had No Legal Reason To Ban Liquor
The letter printed below was submitted to the TRIPOD bij
Daniel Guenther '65, who heads a Senate committee that investigated the recent College rides on the consumption of alcohol
by students. The letter w<is a result of their investigation as to
the legal aspects of student drink in a on campus. The name of
the law fiim is being withheld at its request. — Ed.
DEAR MR. GUENTHER:
At your request, we have examined the statement made by President
Jacobs on October 19th restricting the use of alcoholic beverages at
Trinity, together with Mr. Potterveld's letter to. him of October 26th
and his response of October 28th. We have examined the law concerning
the college's legal responsibility and power to restrict the use of
liquor and present this opinion as requested by you.
We can find no "precise legal responsibility" upon Trinity for the
imposition of the regulation of October 19th. Had the school imposed
no regulation it would not have been subject to any compulsion from the
State of Connecticut to regulate liquor consumption.
The question has been raised as to whether some civil liability
might be imposed upon the University if its students were to violate
the Connecticut liquor laws. It has been suggested that if there is
such civil liability, the University's regulation is justifiable as an
attempt to avoid exposure.
Connecticut statutes nowhere provide for liability of a university
arising from drinking by Its minor students. Nowhere in the common
law is the, re a suggestion of such liability.
There are, however, a number of instances where the Connecticut
Legislature has imposed special liabilities upon persons having an
opportunity to control the actions of others. Thus, under the Dram
Shop Act a person who sells liquor to an intoxicated person is made
liable for damages caused by the intoxicated person. St. 30-102 Conn.
Gen. Stats. (1958)
Under St. 52-572 Conn. Gen. Stats. (1958) the parents or guardian
of a minor are made liable for wilful or malicious damage to persons
or properties caused by such minor.
Under ST. 22-357 Conn. Gen. Stats. (1958)dogowners are made liable
for damages caused by their dogs.
These three statutes are examples of how the Legislature acts when
it wishes to impose a liability upon someone not liable under common law
principles. In the absence of such a statute Imposing liability upon a
college which has permitted its minor students to drink, we are of the
opinion that there would be no liability attaching to the college. If,
in the absence of regulation, minor students were to take It upon themselves to violate the Connecticut liquor law.
It might even be argued that by imposing a regulation restricting
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drinking and then knowingly failing to enforce it the University could
create a basis for its liability. However, we believe this to be a
tenuous contention.
We would be remiss if we did not state that although the college
has no legal obligation to restrict student drinking, it clearly has the
power to do so.
"Broadly speaking, the right of a student to attend a public or
private college or university is subject to the condition that he
comply with its scholastic and disciplinary requirements, and the
proper college authorities may in the exercise of a broad discretion
formulate and enforce reasonable rules and regulations in both
respects. COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES St. 26 14 C.J.S. 1360.
There is implied in the contract (between student and college)
a term or condition that the student will obey and conform to the
college rules of government and will not be guilty of such misconduct
as would be subversive of the discipline of the college or university,
or as would show him to be unfit morally to be continued as a member
thereof. COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES St. 26 14 C.J.S. 1361
A case arose at the University of Montana in 1928 which bears a
certain similarity to the present situation at Trinity. The University
had no specific restriction upon student use of liquor (prohibition was
then in effect) but did have certain very general regulations concerning
proper student behavior:
The university requires all its students to conform to the usual
standards of society and lawabiding citizenship . . . . No student
is permitted to continue his connection with the university who
shows persistent unwillingness to comply with these requirements
. . . . For persistent delinquency, flagrant misconduct, or manifest
unfitness for membership In the university, a student may be suspended or expelled.
•
Mrs. Clapp was a married student who lived with her husband
in a house off campus. College officials determined that Mr. and Mrs.
Clapp were serving liquor to other students at parties run at their
home. They confronted Mrs. Clapp with this and questioned her about
it. She was then suspended by action of the President and two deans.
The case was appealed to the courts, eventually reaching the Supreme
Court of Montana. The Court affirmed the action of the University
holding that it had acted within the regulatory powers inherent in
universities. 81 Mont. 200, 263 Pac. 433 (1928) The United States
Supreme Court denied certiorarl.
In conclusion, it is our opinion that although the University was
acting within its legal power in imposing restrictions upon the consumption of alcoholic beverages, its action was not required by
Connecticut law, nor did it serve to relieve the university from exposure to liability, since there was no liability in the absence of
regulation.
VERY TRULY YOURS,
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ment of her President. President
Calvin H. Plimpton has announced
that "no alcoholic beverage shall
be served to minors at any Collegesponsored function." He accompanied this with advice for "fraternities to scrutinize most carefully their practices to make sure
they are following the law." This
move was sufficient to alleviate
any friction between the college and
the authorities.
Why then did Trinity deem it
necessary to go beyond this point
of compromise to a point which we
consider to be unnecessary and
unwarranted. How has the Trinity
environment and the attitude of the
(Continued on Page 9)
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Heath Discusses Delay in
Vote onFrosh Honor Code

Crane, Miss Beamier, Mrs. and Dr. Jacobs at Alley Opening

Once again the proposal of an their questions concerning the prohonor code at Trinity has been posed code.
delayed for a term, at least. The
The committee suggested that
TRIPOD reported on September 19 they call on Dean Heath to inform
of this year that Dean Roy Heath, him of their findings, and on Ocaddressing the Freshman class, tober 21 they reported back to the
had proposed a milder form of Council saying that the Dean did
honor code than those thought of not want to foist an honor code
previously here.
upon the class unless it were well
At that time, Dr. Heath stated received by at least a two-thirds
that this code, which would apply majority in a formal poll.
to academics only and would conSeeing that such acceptance would
tain no squealer clause, would be
put to a vote by the Freshman not be forthcoming, the Council
class, subject to a previous in- voted to table the code until next
formal polling of the class by term.
Dean Heath stated both in Septemmembers of the F.E.C.
Accordingly, after election of the ber and, more recently, that "unF.E.D., a committee was set up to less the spirit is right, it (the
handle this polling. The committee honor code) will not work." He
reported to the Council on October added that he hoped after the
14, saying that they had found Freshmen had seen their first
substantial apathy mixed with much exam period at Trinity, in January,
favorable comment in answer to their opinions might be different.

• none? • 1 inch? • 1/2 inches?

Mrs. Jacobs9 Strike Opens
Mather Hall Bowling A ll
Admidst the crash of pins falling
to Mrs. Jacobs' strike ball, the
Mather Hall bowling lanes formally opened on Tuesday, December 1.
Dr. and Mrs. Albert 0. Jacobs,
Miss Ethel Beaumier and Albert
Crane '65 to
Crane '65 took part in the ceremony, with Leonard R. Tomat directing events. Crane was able
to convert a spare in the one frame
contest to top the other bowlers.
Warming up for the official opening
of the four lanes, though, Mrs.
;
Jacobs rolled a strike on her first
ball.
Miss Beaumier, college personnel director, represented in the
ceremony a committee of secretaries and faculty members who
five years ago put on a variety
show to raise funds for the con-
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How much foam should there be?
You'll hear some people say there shouldn't be any head
at all. They say phooey on the foam . . . where's the beer!
They shouldn't. Not when it's Budweiser, anyway.
Budweiser is brewed so that it will kick up a healthy
head of foam. We go to a lot of trouble to let Budweiser
create its own tiny bubbles, rather than pumping them in.
Natural carbonation and our exclusive Beechwodd Ageing
are two things we just won't get modern about. It takes a
lot longer this way, and costs more money. (In fact, it
gives our treasurer fits.) But the results—a good head of
foam, real beer taste, smoothness and drmkability—are
more than worth it.
So pour your Budweiser with about an inch-and-a-half
collar of foam. Two inches if it's a tall glass. Watch those
bubbles gather . . . then taste. (That's what we tell our
treasurer to do when he starts fussing about the high .cost
of bubbles and beechwood. And he just smiles and swallows
his arguments.)

. struction of bowling lanes.
Last May, the Mather Hall Board
of Governors, of which Crane is a.
member, conducted a survey to
find out whether or not students
wanted bowling facilities. At thq.t
time, 76% of those who returned
questionnaires voted in favor of
having lanes installed. Mr. Tomat
played an Important part in the
transition from the survey to the
beginning of installation.
Problems in setting up the facilities caused a two month delay In
opening the alleys. It was found
necessary to dismantle some of
the machinery in order to get it
into the Student Center. Another
delay came as a result of a lastminute change In the design of the
ball return.
The lanes were financed through
an agreement with the Brunswick
Corporation, which took charge
of installation. The College will
pay for the facilities over a period
of eight years.
The space now occupied by the
lanes was previously used by the
management of the Book Store for
storage.
George Gillette, who will manage
the lanes, has announced that bowling will be 40<? a line, with an
additional 15? charge for shoe
rental.

Folk Singers, Banjo Players, Guitar Players, etc.
For the Chapel on
SUNDAY, January 10
At 10:30 a.m.
See Mr. Tull in the Chapel

Barber
Shop
HOTEL STATLER
BAHSER SHOP
Mr.'Blafs''

LUNCHEONETTE

Delicatessen • Catering
1 0 ALL OCCASIONS

t Barbers, 2 ManicurbiU. 1 Fprter

The Modern Barber Shop
For Modern Men

Just Over The Bocks

Raior Cutting Men's Hair Styling
Senlo ft Hair Treatment
Facial Massares

Also by Appointment
CORNER of FORD & PEARL

243 Zion Street

Open Seven
Days a Week

247-8386

529-9644

Phone 247-4980

Phone 247-4980

RICO'S PIZZA

Budweisen
that BucL...that& beer]
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA

Famous For Our Pizzas and Grinders

We Deliver
HAMBURGERS, HOT DOGS, SODAS
HOURS: Open Mon. thru Thurs. 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Fri. and Sat. 9 A.M. to 11 P.M.
Sunday 3 P.M. to 9 P.M.
168 HILLSIDE AYE.
HARTFORD, C O N N .
Ten Years at This Location
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Stewart Committee Studies Student Life,
Aim: Build 'Greater Sense of Community3

Math Colloquium
"Hypergeometric Functions of A faculty committee set up r e - Some suggestions already brought Heath, Albert Holland, George NiMatrix Areuments" will be the cently by President Jactobs under up for committee discussion, ac- chols, Richard Scheuch, and Leotopic of the Mathematics Colloqu- the chairmanship of Mr. Robert cording to Stewart, have been the nard Tomat.
ium on Monday, December 14 at 4 C. Stewart, associate professor of fuller utilization of facilities ofp.m. in McCook 303. Professor mathematics, will study problems ferrtd by Mather Hall and the new
A. T. James of Yale will lead the involving the quality of student Arts Center, improvement in comdiscussion.
(Continued from Page 1)
munications between students and
life at Trinity.
Mr. Stewart stressed that the faculty and administration, and the
ISO
Mr. Bridge, Director of Student
Mr. Muhammed Sa'aid' of the committee was not set up as an possibility of an honor code at the Affairs, whose administration InWorld University Service will ad- activities group to determine func- college.
cludes that of the student center,
dress the International Students tions for students in light of the Although several preliminary
indicated that at present any change
meetings
have
already
been
held
recent
drinking
ban,
but
emphaOrganization, on the subject of
in Cave hours Is ill-prepared.
with
the
faculty
and
administrasized
the
idea
for
such
a
commitTHE TRIPOD editorial entitled
"Current World Problems." The
tion
members
of
the
committee,
the
"Beans In Your Ears," was the
meeting will take place at 4:00 tee had long been considered.
Building a "greater sense of com- lirst meeting with students will first Indication of a need or dep.m. today in the Library Confer(Continued from Page 6)
ence Room. All are invited to munity" at the college Mr. Stewart take place at the University Club sire to lengthen the Cave hours,
called one of the primary aims of of Hartford on December 15.
he said.
Many oi our studies at Trinity attend.
At this meeting student leaders
the committee. He said that
are, in fact, studies of our modMr. Bridge noted that there are
through a series of meetings with will discuss with the members of
ern society, To think that truth' LETTER. . .
practical problems involved in
the
committee
various
problems
students he hoped to find ideas
in these fields comes only from
keeping the Cave open past 11
by which this aim might be ach- within the college community and o'clock which must be worked out
books, Is dangerous. The truth (Continued from Page 7)
offer their suggestions for im- before any action can be taken.
of books has a tendency of be- student body been affected by the ieved.
Students attending
prohibition? Was the legislative The committee, said Stewart, had provements.
coming too sterile.
He suggested that the TRIPOD
My main argument is tnat to' act of October 19 the most "rea- no definite program and hoped to this meeting will be Malcolm Car- proposal might be submitted to
ter,
John
Chatfield,
George
Crile,
"secure truth" the college student sonable, responsible and work- get ideas from students and faculty
the Senate who in turn would inHe also stated that the Daniel Guenther, Charles Hance, vestigate the proposal.
must, somehow, be Involved with able" plan which could have been alike.
group was by no means permanent, John Losse, Riess Potterveld, Jon
society while relying on the College adopted?
If the Senate found that the need
but hoped to lay down a frame- Simonian and Leon Shllton.
as a home base. This is the vital
exists they should present proPermanent members of the com-posals to the Office of Student
work by which their suggestions
and meaningful extra-curricular
DANIEL C. GUENTHEE '65
mittee are George Cooper, John
might be carried out.
Affairs, he concluded.
activity.
STEPHEN M. PARKS '66

AlP Address

Dr. Thorton Leigh Page, Fisk
Professor of Astronomy and Director of Van Vleck Observatory
at Wesleyan University, will address the American Institute of
Physicists, Student Section, on
Wednesday, December 9 at 4 p.m.
in McCook Auditorium.
The topic of his lecture will be
Quasi-stellar Radio Sources. All
are invited to attend.

Cave o..

Truth . . .

SYMMETRY
FROM
S125

AT T H E S E

FINE

STORES

BridgeportLenox Jewelers
Danbury—
Addessi Jewelry. Store, Inc.
Hamden—
Sykes - Libby Jewelers

Middletown—
Mallove's Jewelers
New Haven—
Savin P.O.M.G Jewelers
New Haven—
Sykes - Libby Jewelers
Old Saybrook—
Sykes - Libby Jewelers

South Norwalk—
Jewel Box
Stamford—
Zanlow-Ferguson, Inc.
Thompsonville—•
Marek Jewelers
Waterbury—
Cordelia Jewelers

llhilnl'd:

•<-•*•? Convertible

Miss America steps out on campus
in the high-stepping Oldsmobile
If you can tear your eyes off pretty Vonda Kay Van Dyke for a moment, we'd like to tell you
about the car: Oldsmobile's new 4-4-2. Earns its name from a 400-cu.-m., 345-bhp V-8 . . .
4-barrel carb . . . and twin pipes. Red-line tires, heavy-duty suspension, three transmission
availabilities liven up the package—no matter which F-85 V-8 coupe or convertible you
pick for your 4-4-2 action! But the real clincher is price: i-J^-2 prices start lower
than any other high-performance car in Avierica designed for everyday driving!

Vonda, by the way, is not included. But that's no problem for a tiger like you!
Watch tot the 4-4-S . . . coming to your aldsmoblle Quality Dealer's soon!
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Thai Dartmouth Game? — Oh Yes, I Remember It Well
^

It was a very good year for Trinity soccer, as
the Bantams, led by captain and M.V.P. Dan Swander,
went to the quarter-finals of the NCAA tournament.
The first round game against Dartmouth was won by
Tom Seddon's goal off a pass from Ousman Sallah,
after the latter had tied the score with a fine individual effort. The Bantams earned their tournament bid with a clutch 2-0 victory over Wesleyan,
in a game which featured two goals by Sallah and
two assists by scrappy wing Mark Josephson.
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Army Game—Shiltcm
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Dartmouth Game—MeDanlel
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The Bantams met their match, however,. In the
formidable cadets of Army. The Army defense stalled
all but one offensive thrust, and for the first time
in four games, "Ous" was held scoreless. Although
the booters fell to the Army machine, 6-1, their play
throughout the season had made many new and rabid
fans for Trinity soccer as they consistantly drew
large and vociferous crowds. Yes, as these last
photos shows, It was a very good year.
D.T.

I
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Trin Tops M-bury 105-63
In Coach 9s Varsity Premiere
Basketball assumed the spotlight
from soccer Saturday night as
coach Robie Shults crusaders
opened the season in spectacular
fashion with a 105-63 victory over
.Middlebury.
It was Shults' first game as
varsity coach, and his team presented him with a perfect "housewarming" gift as they thoroughly
trounced the game but outgunned
squad of Panthers.
The Bantams drew first blood as
Sophomore guard Mike Hickey hit
a short jumper from the left side
after 33 seconds of play. Trinity
held thteJead through the opening
minutes, until Middlebury tied the
score at 14-14 with seven minutes
gone. In the early going, Jim Belfiore, Hickey and Don Overbeck
carried the Bantam attack, while
Dave Nicholson and 6' 6" center
Tom Ladd led the Panther offense.
PETE KARLSON, who led the
Middlebury scorers last year, put
the Panthers ahead at 16-14 as he
dropped in a layup, and the Panthers held the lead to the fourteen
minute mark. With Middlebury
leading 20-18, Coach Shults sent in
a new unit to replace his starters.
The reserves were slow In getting
underway, and the Middlebury lead
was built up to 27-23 before the
At this point, however, the Bantams came to life, and regained
the lead at 27-28. Thenew defense
instituted by Coach Shults this
year, a man-to-man press, began
to have its effect, as the Bantams
harassed their opponents and
ripped off six consecutive points
to increase the lead to 34-27. All
three baskets resulted from steals
by B&fiore and Hickey.
The Trinity quintet appeared to
be rolling smoothly now, as they
mounted a 45-37 .nalftime. lead.
As the teams went into the dressing
rooms for intermission, Jim Belfiore led allscorers with 14points,
followed by Don Overbeck and
Middlebury's Ladd and Karlson
with 10, and Hickey with 9.
THE BANTAMS REELED off eight
straight points at the start of the
second half to up their margin to
53-37. Combining a tenacious
man-to-man defense with increasing accuracy from the field,
the margin quickly widened to
60-40 and 75-44, with thirteen
minutes left in the game.
Trinity's second squad of Joe.

measure of revenge, as he hit
for three goals.
An amusing appraisal of the game
came from Robie Shults when, in
the final moments, he was informed by the off icials that Trinity
had all five time-outs remaining.
Robie replied that he "didn't think
he would be using any." A flippant, but appropriate remark from
a coach whose team has just won
its first game so handily.
Belfiore led all scorers with 26
points, although he sat out the last
eight minutes. Don Overbeck, last
year's high scorer for the Bantam
frosh, had 18, followed by Landes
(14), Hickey (13), and Rissel (11),
as five players were in double
figures for the winners. Rounding
out the scoring for Trinity were:
Dave Bremer (8), Schweitzer (8),
Hourihan (6), and Moriss (4).
For the losing Panthers of Middlebury, scoring honors went to
the big center, Tom Ladd, who
had 20 points. Also in double
figures for the losers were Karlson
and Rick Myatt who each had
eleven. Completing the scoring,
for Middlebury were Dale Smith
(6), Karl Lindholm (4), Rick Roller (3), Paul Witteman (3), Dave
Nicholson (2), Joe McLaughlin (2),
and Jerry Moppert with one point.
One ominous note for Bantam
rooters is that Bob Morisse, starting center picked up three quick
fouls, amassed four in the first
half, and finally fouled out midway
in the final half. Should Morisse
continue to draw frequent fouls,
much pressure will be on the
shoulders of his replacement, Ed
Landes, who turned in a fine performance Saturday.
Except for Landes and Morisse,
Shults substituted by full units
JIM BELFIORE
throughout the game to magnify
the effect of Trinity's running
Hourihan, Steve Eliot, RlchRissel, game. This strategy led to many
Ed Landes and Mark Kadyk ex- breakaway baskets in the second
celled in the second half, giving half.
the battered Panthers no relief
from the onslaught either on offense or defense.
Varsity Swimming Schedule
The Bantams doubled their opDec, 8 W.P.I.
8:00 home
Dec. 12 Coast Guard 2:00 away
ponent's score with more than ten
Deo. 16 R.P.I.
3:30 away
minutes remaining in the contest,
Jan. 9 Tutts
2:00 home
and the score continued to mount.
Feb. 6 Bowdoin
2:00 away
Feb. 9 Springfield
4:00 home
The Trinity score went over the
Feb. 13 M.I.T,
2:00 home
century mark with a jumper from
Fat). 13 Arrttierst
8:00 away
Feb. 24 Union
4:30 home
the right side at 1:47 left in the
Mar. 5 Wesleyan
4:00 away
game. In the last two minutes
Mar. 11-13 New England Championships at M.I.T.
erstwhile soccer goalie Bill
Schweitzer finally got some

Fall Athletes Lauded at Banquet;
Swander Nets "Fish" for Soccer
The naming of Bill Schweitzer
and Rich Rissell as captains of
their respective soccer and football teams highlighted the Annual
Fall Sports Awards Banquet last
Monday night.
Larry Kessler, Dan Swander, and
Sandy Evarts also received individual recognition for their outstanding performances this fall.
Kessler, a sophomore tackle, was
awarded the Coach Dan Jessee
Blocking Award for his consistent play on the football field.
Swander captured the Peter S.
Fish Most Valuable Soccer Player Award, and Coach Roy Dath
cited Swander as "a second coach"
whose leadership ability was invaluable in catapulting the Bantams to their tremendous success
on the soccer field.
Evarts received the Harold R.
Shetter Most Improved Player
award for his contributions to
the soccer te'am.
The Sampson Cup, New England's
most coveted intercollegiate Soccer award, was presented td President Albert Jacobs by Swander,
the current soccer captain. In

accepting the trophy Dr. Jacobs
praised not only the booters, but
also all the men who participated
in the fall sports program.
Gold footballs, symbolizing three
varsity letters in the sports, went
to Lou Huskins, Dee Kolewe, and
Fred Prillaman. Similar soccer
medals were presented to Mark
Josephson, Ed Lazzerini, Ousman
Sallah, Peter Sturrock, and Dan
Swander.
Toastmaster Ray Oosting presented the principal speaker of
the evening, Robert Harron. Mr,
Harron, the director of Public
Relations at the college, spoke
on some of his experiences as
a sports writer, as well as giving
his views on intercollegiate athletics.
Awards were also presented to
members of the Trinity College
Marching Band who gave outstanding support to the organization this
fall. Steve Bornaman, captain of
the crosscountry squad, also spoke
and indicated that next year cross
country will drop its informal
status and become a full-fledged
intercollegiate sport at Trinity,

Trin Natators Lack Depth;
To Depend on Many Firsts
by Phi) Hopke
Trinity's varsity mermen are
looking forward to a season in
which they will produce some good
individual performances, but will
have trouble winning as a team.
Freestyle events will be very
strong with captain Fred Prillaman and sophs Dave Tyler and
Fred Catoni. Dick Roth will do
well in the butterfly, but he will
be Trin's only entry.
The team is hurt badly by lack
of depth in almost all events. Jeff
Seckler will do well in diving,
but he will be the only entrant
for Trin. This loss of vital third
and possible second place points
will be felt greatly In the close
meets.
Coach Slaughter also has no experienced , breaststroker. The
medley relay team will, therefore,
have a very tough time winning
even though there will be good
men in the other three legs. We

also will not have any experienced
individual medley competiter.
The loss through graduation of
Ian Smith and Don McLagen has
been sorely felt. Anyone who has
had previous experience swimming
the breast stroke is urged to see
Coach Slaughter.
The team faces a tough season
against some strong opponents
such as Amherst, Bowdoin, Springfield and Wesleyan. Many of the
meets will be very close with the
team depending of firsts in all
of our strong events and sweeps
in the freestyle events in order
to win.
The team also must hope for a
healthy season for a series of
illnesses to a team of only 12
or 13 men could prove disasterous.
Much home support of the team
will help with the first meet of
the season being home tonight
at 8:00 against W.P.L.

NCAA Tournament; Trin Edges Dartmouth, Then Fails To Army
Dartmouth
by "Wag" Merrill

forced to use his hands to block
what would have been a Dartmouth
tally.
The soccer goals have been
THE INDIANS came close to scorstored away, the bleachers have ing on two other occasions in the
been taken down, and the field is first period as one shot hit the
barren and windswept. But two crossbar and another was deflected
weeks ago this afternoon the over the goal by Bill Schweitzer.
grandstand resounded with the
Early in the- second quarter,
stomping and shouting of a thou- Coach . Dath moved Sallah from
sand partisan fans, an intense his position on defense to the foryoung man named Schweitzer stood ward line, the strategy that had
in the Bantam goal and a former paid off against Coast Guard and
riverboat pilot from Gambia took Wesleyan.
some visitors, clad, in Ivy green,
With eighteen minutes gone in the
for a ride.
second period, Sallah took a pass
Coach Roy Dath's well-balanced from right-wing Mark Josephson,
squad combined a powerful offense dribbled past two defenders, faked
with a defense which had: allowed the Dartmouth goalie out of the
only 1.2 goals per game, while cage, and rolled the ball off his
Whitey Burnham's Dartmouth In- foot and into the nets to tie the
dians played a .predominantly de- score.
fensive game, often dropping all
EARLY IN THE second half, Saleleven men back to protect their lah took a pass from left, wing
own goal. The difference in this Tom Seddon and narrowly missed
close 2-1 contest, a first round a score as he booted the ball
N.C.A.A. championship match, was over the crossbar. A few minutes
provided by Trinity's Ousman later "Ous" again dribbled through
Sallah, who twice broke through the Indian defense. Close to the
the Dartmouth defense, scored one goal, he passed the ball to his
goal and set up another.
left to Seddon, who put the ball
The Big Green jumped into a In the corner for what proved to
1-0 lead after only 4:27 of the be the winning goal.
first quarter, as left halfback
Six' minutes later, Sallah again
Bruce Petrie drilled a direct pen- found himself in a one-on-one sitalty kick into the lower right uation with Green goalie Larry
corner of the Bantam goal, after Gelger, but this time he dribbled
an infraction was called on Trinity too close, and was stopped. This
fullback Jim Clarke, who was was the fourth scoring opportunity

Ousman had set up in less than
fifteen minutes on the forward
line!
The desperate Indians, behind by
only one goal, took eight of their
twelve shots in the fourth quarter,
but the aggressive Bantam defense
of Jim Clarke, Sandy Evarts, Ed
Lazzerini and goalie Schweitzer
preserved the narrow 2-1 lead.

ARMY
by Dave Trachtenberg;
. WEST POINT, Nov. 27-Army put
the pin here to Trinity's tournament bubble today as the cadets
struck early and often to record
a decisive 6-1 victory. .
The cadets moved to the attack
immediately, and put considerable
pressure on the Bantam goal. With
machine-like
precision
they
pounded away until their efforts
were rewarded at 8:06 of the first
period when center forward Jim
Kriebel boomed the ball into the
upper left corner of the cage
from about 25 yards out.
The Army offense to blast away
from long range. Their second
goal, however, was set up when
the Trinity backs lost their footing
on the soggy turf. Two cadets

loomed in on J;he Bantam goal, who sent the ball into the lower
and a pass from outside left Jose left corner just past the outGonzales to inside right Mike stretched arms of the diving TrinTDeems at 14:40 resulted in the ity goalie. The score at the half
second tally.
was Army 3, Trinity 1.
The Bantam offense began to come
THE SECOND HALF was all
to life at this point, and it appeared for a while that they were Army. The cadets scored their
going to make a game of it. Late fourth goal as Casey passed to
in the period a shot by Tom Kriebel in front of the goal, and
Seddon barely missed as it ca- the latter beat goalie Bill Schweitromed, off the post. A minute zer who had been forced to come
later, at 18:02, Seddon passed out of the cage. The tally came
the ball in front of the cage to at 5:45 of the third period.
Dave Cantrell who banged home
The lawlessness of Army's play
the goal to make the score 2-1
at the end of the first period. this day was indicated by the
manner in which they notched their
FOR A WHILE, the two teams fifth tally. With just seconds replayed
evenly.
The Bantams maining in the third period, Gonmissed an opportunity to tie the zales sailed a corner kick in front
score early in the second quarter of the Bantam goal, and Deems
when Ousman Sallah got free for was right there to put his head
a shot from a difficult angle and to the ball for the score.
booted the ball over the cage.
The last cadet tally came midThe Trin booters gave up several way in the final stanza. Reserve
corner kicks which did not pro- Bob Meccia dribbled down the
duce a score, and had the ball middle of the field, forced the
in the Army end of the field Bantam goalie out of the cage,
for a four minute stretch with- and drilled the ball by him for
out pushing across a tally.
the score.
Perhaps the turning point of the
In the semi-final round of the
game came when, with four and tournament, Michigan State dea half minutes remaining in the feated Army 3-2 in overtime, ana
half, "slippery" Trinity defense Navy upset St. Louis. In the finals
again led to another score. The played at Brown last Saturday,
backs were again unable to main- Navy beat Michigan State, l-''<
tain their footing, and left half to become the NCAA soccer
Tito Wald fed inside left Joe Casey, champion.

